
NEW ROCK CITY 
NEW SINGLE, RIGHT NOW ,  AVAILABLE  FEB 20TH 

New Rock City is a rock & roll band formed in NYC in 2010. Rossano (vocals) & Kick (guitar) met that year 

taking the same cab after a concert at Jones Beach and after discovering their affinities in music, decided to 

start the project as a duo. In 2012, they decided to go in the studio to make what was to become their first 

record 'New Rock City'. With the help of Paul Frye (Andy Wallace's assistant engineer) they recorded the LP 

at The Carriage House Studios in CT and mixed at Soundtrack Studios in NY. The album came out on Feb 

2014. To promote it, Rossano and Kick decided to go on as a four piece band, enter Jem Warren on bass and 

Tim Kuhl (Sean Lennon's drummer) on drums. With their energetic live shows and powerful songwriting,  they 

soon started gathering a following in NYC's RnR scene opening for The Heartbreaker's Walter Lure and Lenny 

Kaye from The Patti Smith Group. Their single 'Oh Baby Baby' was featured in Sirius XM's Little Steven's 

Underground Garage and after much buzz around the city they gathered the attention of producer Matt 

Chiaravalle (Warren Zevon, Courtney Love, Joe Bonamassa, Blondie). In 2017, they went in the studio with 

Chiaravalle to record their new single 'Right Now' which will be released in February 2018 following with the 

shooting of its music video directed by the well-known director and photographer David J Barron. They are 

currently working on their second album which will be released later this year.

Contact information: 
Mail:  info@newrockcitymusic.com 

FB:  www.facebook.com/newrockcityofficial

Website:  www.newrockcitymusic.com 

IG:  @we_are_newrockcity 

'RIGHT NOW' 
Single produced by Matt Chiaravalle 

Recorded & mixed at Mercy Sound NY 

Written by New Rock City 

Music video directed and edited by David J Barron | Produced by Ryan Blum 

'New Rock City has a Kick 

Ass Rock n Roll Set... 

The crowd love them!' - 

Waste Mag NY 

'Their timeless music is euphoric, their catchy lyrics will play on repeat in your 

head and the electric, crispy and raw guitars combined with the sensual and 

powerful vocals will grab you at your emotions and the infectious beat will 

make you sway your hips back and forth' -  Genya Ravan, Sirius XM 
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